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ABSTRACT

GPCRs are the largest family of cell surface receptors; many of them remain orphans. The GPCR 
functions prediction represents a very important bioinformatics task. It consists in assigning to 
the protein the corresponding functional class. This classification step requires a good protein 
representation method and a robust classification algorithm. However, the complexity of this task 
could be increased because of the great number of GPCRs features in most databases, which produce 
combinatorial explosion. In order to reduce complexity and optimize classification, the authors 
propose to use bio-inspired metaheuristics for both the feature selection and the choice of the best 
couple (feature extraction strategy [FES], data mining algorithm [DMA]). The authors propose to 
use the BAT algorithm for extracting the pertinent features and the genetic algorithm to choose the 
best couple. They compared the results they obtained with two existing algorithms. Experimental 
results indicate the efficiency of the proposed system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The identification of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) function is an area of current interest in 
pharmaceutical and biological research. Of the approximately 500 clinically marketed drugs, greater 
than 30% are modulators of GPCR function, making GPCRs the most successful of any target class 
in terms of drug discovery (Drews 2000).

Intense efforts have been devoted to identifying new GPCR functions for orphans. However, for 
many GPCRs, such efforts have failed to yield reliable results.

At this stage several questions have been asked: what are the necessary steps for good protein 
function identification? What is the adequate protein representation method (PRM) that can be used 
to extract features and construct numerical attribute vectors? Which Data Mining Algorithm (DMA) 
that should be selected to make an accurate classification? How to avoid the combinatorial explosion 
of classification algorithms due to the complex nature of protein data?
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Although many GPCR function prediction approaches have been proposed, a great number of 
GPCR are still orphan. The previous common methodology is sequence similarity searching in protein 
databases which is mainly based on pairwise sequence alignment such as

BLAST (Zhang et al., 2012). But it is difficult to identify GPCR successfully because there are 
no significant shared sequence similarities. However, two proteins can have very different sequences 
and perform a similar function, or have very similar sequences and perform different functions 
(Nemati et al., 2009). To solve this problem, some statistical and machine learning approaches have 
been developed (Secker et al., 2007).

There are three major problems in the task of computational protein function prediction with 
classification algorithms, which are the choice of the classification algorithm and the choice of the 
PRM, also the selection of relevant attributes to avoid the combinatorial explosion problem. Those 
are open problems, even in any classification problem as there are many choices and it is not clear 
which one is the best.

Generally, there are several strategies to extract attributes from a protein sequence, and the 
choice of the PRM might be as important as the choice of the DMA, contrary to few works (King et 
al., 2001) that are often overlooked the used feature extraction strategy and more focused on which 
classification algorithm to use. Other researchers have developed a hybrid feature extraction strategy 
(Rehman & Khan, 2011) that can exploit both pseudo-amino-acid composition strategy (PseAAC) 
and multiscale energy representation, while some authors (Secker et al., 2010; Naveed & Khan, 2012) 
have made a comparison of the predictive accuracies of few PRM in protein classification.

The transformation of the protein chain can give an enormous numerical attribute vector, the 
size and the components of this later, strongly influences the predictive accuracy and the error rate 
of the classification. To improve these rates it’s strictly necessary to eliminate noises “redundancies 
or useless information” present in the examples to be classified. Furthermore, datasets with hundreds 
and thousands of attributes may cause the curse of dimensionality and combinatorial explosion 
problems (Chen et al., 2014).

One of the most feasible techniques to cope with this problem is feature selection (FS) (Sayes 
et al., 2007; Bagherzadeh-Khiabani et al., 2016) to optimize the classification model and improve 
the performance measurements. This technique is widely used in different fields to improve results 
such as: protein function prediction (Nemati et al., 2009) and it is mostly used in big data and data 
mining (Li & Liu, 2017; Tupe & Wakchaure, 2017).

Several researchers aim to optimize the GPCR classification, either by selecting of attributes and 
classifiers (Secker et al., 2010), or by using the bio-inspired meta-heuristic (Naveed & Khan 2012; 
Holden & Freitas 2008; Holden & Freitas 2009; Nemati et al., 2009). In this work, we will use two 
different bio-inspired methods that show their efficiency in several areas (Nayyar et al., 2018; Nayyar 
& Nguyen, 2018), one is a meta-heuristic optimization approach: the Bat Algorithm introduced by 
Yang (Yang 2010) and used in (Yang & Gandomi 2012) for global engineering optimization, (Gandomi 
et al. 2013) for constrained optimization tasks, (Cai et al. 2019) for large scale optimization and in 
(Guo et al. 2019) for solving global function optimization problem. The second is an evolutionary 
approach which is the genetic algorithm has been used for a large number of modeling applications 
in chemical and biological fields (Pedersen & Moult 1996, Judson 1997), moreover Judson developed 
a GA for protein structure prediction (Judson 2008) and in (Santos et al. 2019) authors propose a 
methodology using a multi-objective GA for feature selection to predict protein function.

In this paper, the authors address three problems: the feature extraction strategy (FES) selection, 
the data mining algorithm (DMA) selection and the feature selection. We used two different bio-
inspired algorithms which are: Genetic Algorithm (GA) for both (FES, DMA) selection and BAT 
algorithm for FS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief literature review 
concerning an overview of the protein function prediction and the five different PRM employed in 
this work. Section 3 presents the bio-inspired framework to optimize GPCR classification model. 
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Section 4 presents the experimental setup for the experiments, the computational results and their 
discussion and finally, in Section 5 we state our conclusions and future works.

2. LITeRATURe ReVIew

2.1. Overview of The Protein Function Prediction Problem
The discovery of the protein function is a major line of research in genomics, since biological processes 
are activated by these molecules (Alberts et al., 2002; Duc et al., 2017) For example, hemoglobin is a 
protein that carries oxygen through the blood. Knowledge of the protein sequence is also important in 
determining pathogenic abnormalities. The modification of an amino acid can in certain cases have 
harmful consequences. Therefore, Knowledge of protein functions is very important in biomedical 
sciences, not only for a better understanding of cell biology in general, but also because many diseases 
are caused by or at least associated with defects in protein functions (Silla & Freitas, 2011). Hence, 
an effective method for the prediction of protein functions can potentially contribute to generate new 
biological knowledge that can lead to a better treatment and diagnosis of diseases, design of more 
effective medical drugs.

Although many GPCR prediction approaches have been proposed during past two decades, 
in many cases, conventional bioinformatics techniques, such as pairwise sequence alignment or 
by comparing sequences to motifs are undoubtedly valid, they cannot be optimal when it comes to 
identifying GPCR. First, the sequence of a GPCR super-family varies in length (between 290 and 1,200 
amino acids), which means that many of the subfamilies cannot be aligned effectively. Sophisticated 
computation is therefore a more efficient approach to the problem of the GPCR classification, using 
techniques based on data mining and machine learning.

The classification methods used for identifying the GPCRs function are many and varied. We 
can distinguish two essential approaches: methods based on hierarchical classification with their 
two types (tree or Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)) (Secker et al. 2007; Costa & al. 2008; Freitas et 
al. 2007; Nakano et al. 2017; Secker et al. 2010 ; Silla & Freitas 2011) and methods based on the 
standard classification (flat classification) such as the C4.5 algorithm used in (Huang et al. 2004), 
HMM (Munoz et al., 2017) and SVM classifier (Kumari et al. 2010; Shrivastava et al. 2010).

Online tools have been developed as well. For instance, GPCRPred (Bhasin & Raghava, 2004
) based on SVM method for prediction of two levels for GPCRs families and sub-families. On the 

basis of the dipeptide composition from the primary amino acid sequence, PRED-GPCR (Papasaikas 
et al., 2004) provides a complement to the existing pattern database analysis servers and potentially 
a computational tool for GPCR family classification (Zekri et al. 2011), GPCRTree is an online 
hierarchical classifications webserver (Davies et al., 2008). It is the first server to implement an 
alignment-independent representation of protein sequences and is also the first to classify sequences 
using a hierarchical classification, PCA-GPCR (Peng et al., 2010), and the most best web service 
is GPCR-MPredictor (Naveed and Khan 2012) that based on evolutionary approach and predicted 
GPCR at five level.

An additional category of methods consisting on the bio-inspired approaches is used in molecular 
biology field. In (Secker et al., 2009) authors propose an Artificial Immune System (AIS) that solves 
the problem of clustering to find the optimal grouping of amino acids for the protein type. This method 
achieves an accuracy of 72.75% at the third level, this result marks a good improvement compared to 
the top-down approach (Secker et al., 2007), which provided a predictive accuracy of 70.46%. (Gu and 
Ding 2009) use a Swarm Intelligence approach that they operate, more precisely, the Binary particle 
swarm optimization algorithm (BPSO) which has better performance optimization on discrete binary 
variables (98.02%) than the PSO. Furthermore, There is Holden and Freitas’s works (Holden & Freitas, 
2006) using a bio-inspired approach for hierarchical classification, specifically, the hybrid algorithm 
PSO/ACO (Particle Swarm Optimization / Ant Colony Optimization) which provided an accuracy of 
89.64%. Also in (Correa et al., 2007) authors use the Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) 
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for the task of attributes selection and for application to complex protein functional classification 
data set. The results show that the selection of attributes provides better performance than if we used 
all the set of attributes.

2.2. Protein Representation Methods
In this section, we will describe the techniques used and evaluated in this work for protein sequence 
representations.

2.2.1. The Amino Acid Composition (AAC) strategy
This method has been widely used in this field (Gao et al. 2013; Kumar et al. 2015; Kumari et al. 
2010; Secker et al. 2009; Shrivastava et al. 2010), It provides numerical vectors of 20 components, 
with each reflecting the occurrence frequency for the 20 amino acids as follow: P = {A1, A2, A3, …, 
An}, it can be expressed by: V = { f 1, f 2, f 3, ...., f 20} such as: P is the amino acids sequence and 
V is the frequencies vector calculating using Eq. (1).

f Ai
N Ai

N
( ) = ( )  (1)

Where N represents the sequence length and N(Ai) is the total number of amino acid Ai present 
in the sequence. This technique is very simple and easy to implement but all the sequence-order 
information is lost.

2.2.2. Dipeptide Composition (DC)
The dipeptide components (pair of amino acids: AA, AC, .., AY, CA, CC,..,CY...YA,...YY) are interesting 
parameters for protein representation that can preserve the order of each two consecutive amino 
acids. They have been obtained using Eq. (2). (Khan et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2017; Li et al., 2010)
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2.2.3. The Pseudo-Amino Acid Composition (PseAAC)
This method was developed by (Chou 2001) to formulate an amino acid sequence of arbitrary length, 
such as a digital vector. A protein sequence with length L amino acid residues (R1, R2, R3, …, RL) 
where R1 represents the residue at sequence position 1, R2 represents the residue at position 2 and so 
on, may be denoted as a (20 + λ)-dimensional vector, defined by 20 + λ discrete numbers. (Cheng et 
al., 2017; Khan et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2015). In our case the PseAAC method provides an attribute 
vector of 50 dimensions. It has been rapidly and widely used in nearly all the areas of computational 
proteomics (Liu et al., 2017).

2.2.4. The Amphiphilic Pseudo-Amino Acid Composition (Am-PseAAC)
This method try to save as well as the sequence order information using the different amphiphilic 
features corresponding to different hydrophobic and hydrophilic order patterns (Chou 2005). Am-Pse-
AAC = {A1; ...; A20; A21; ... A20+λ; A20+λ+1; ...... A20+2λ} Where: The first 20 elements are the occurrence 
frequencies of the 20 amino acids. 2λ discrete numbers reflect the amphiphilic sequence correlation 
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along a protein chain. According to the λ value, in this case the Am-PseAAC method provides an 
attribute vector of 80 dimensions. (Chou and Shen, 2006; Rehman et al., 2013; Khan et al., 2010).

2.2.5. The Local Descriptors (LD)
This method is known as global protein sequence descriptors, were widely used in (Cai et al., 2003; 
Cui et al., 2007; Davies et al., 2008; Secker et al., 2010; Silla & Freitas, 2011; Tong & Tammi, 2008), 
The GPCR sequence has been transformed into a numeric attributes vector of dimension 210D.

• The principle of this method could be decomposed into two necessary stages:

1.  The first step consists in transforming a protein chain Pi into another secondary chain P’i 
formed only by symbols H, N and P following the belonging of each amino acid to its group.

2.  The second step is to take this new chain and perform a set of treatments that are calculating 
the rate of each descriptor C, T and D.
i.  Encoding of the sequence: The amino acids (AA) are divided into three functional 

groups, each AA is coded by one of the indices H= Hydrophobic (contain C V L I M F 
W amino acids), P= Polar (contain R K E D Q N amino acids) and N= Neutral (contain 
G A S T P H Y amino acids) according to the class to which it belonged.

The position or variation of these groups in a sequence is the basis for calculating the three 
local descriptors: Composition (C), Transition (T) and Distribution (D).

ii.  Calculating Composition, Transition and Distribution descriptors
This step serves to find the values of the descriptors so that, starting from a secondary chain 

P’i for a given sequence Pi, we will calculate the three descriptors C, T and D for each 
amino acid group H, N and P. Once this calculation effected, the numeric vector will 
be obtained. Since the amino acids are divided into three groups, the calculation of 
C, T and D descriptors generates in total 21 attributes (3 for C, 3 for T and 15 for D). 
Although this technique is valid if applied throughout the amino acid sequence, we have 
divided the amino acid sequences into 10 regions [11, 44]. Each descriptor C, T and D 
is computed on the 10 subsequences, that giving 210 attributes describing the protein.

• “Composition C” Descriptor: This is the overall percentage of each group in the sequence, we 
can define it by Eq. (3):

C x
n x

N
( ) = ( )  (3)

Where: x = H, N, P

n(x) = Amino acids number of type x. 
N = Sequence size. 

So for the composition, we extracted the three first attributes component our vector which are: C 
(H), C (P) and C (N).

• ”Transition T” Descriptor: The transition from group H to P is the percentage of frequency at 
which H is followed by P or P is followed by H in the coded sequence, in other words it’s the 
frequency with which the amino acids belonging to a group are followed by amino acids belonging 
to a different group. We can compute it using Eq. (4):
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T
N N
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+
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Where: x € (S = { H, P, N });

r = S - x; N = Sequence size. 
Nxr, Nrx = Number of dipeptide (two amino acids) encoded. 

So for the transition, we extracted three other attributes belonging to our vector that are: T (H), T 
(P) and T (N). 

• “Distribution DT” Descriptor: The distribution descriptor describes the apportionment of each 
group in the sequence. There are five “distribution” descriptors for each group and these are 
the percentages of position in the complete sequence for the first, 25, 50, 75 and 100% of the 
occurrences of a specified group.

At this stage, one feature extraction strategy must be chosen among used PRM for the numerical 
representation of the GPCR sequences.

3. BIO-INSPIReD FRAMewORK FOR OPTIMIZING 
GPCR FUNCTION IDeNTIFICATION

As mentioned earlier, in this paper we propose a genetic algorithm for selecting the best couple (FES, 
DMA) and we adapt the BAT algorithm to solve the FS problem in GPCR function prediction. The 
main steps of our general architecture system are illustrated in Figure1.

As showed in figure above, the proposed approach starts with a preprocessing step that transform 
data from a noisy structure to more exploitable form. Next, the feature extraction step transforms 
each protein sequence from alphabetic to numerical vector. There are several PRM to ensure this 
transformation. The size of produced numerical vector depends on the adopted FES. After that, the 
BAT algorithm is used to avoid the combinatorial explosion of DMA, saving time and memory space. 
This is due to huge size of the numerical protein vector produced in the precedent step. Finally, we use 
GA to find the best combination between DMA and FES that gives the best efficiency of classification 
in term of accuracy and error rate. Next sections detail all these proposed steps.

3.1. Pretreatment
This step is devoted to automating the transformation of unstructured stored data from a source file 
into structured data saved in a database (Figure2), where each sequence has its necessary information: 
identifier, description, family, sub -family, sub-sub-family also its type. The preprocessing provides 
a better representation which can be exploited in the subsequent stages.

3.2. Protein Representation
This step transforms the alphabetic chains of protein sequences into digital vectors. These vectors 
contain features that will be used for building the classification model.

According to Figure3 we can distinguish three necessary treatments explained later.

3.2.1. Selecting Among PRM
Several Protein Representation Methods exist in the literature, each one has its strengths and its 
weakness. The choice of one method or another is not obvious since it depends on various factors 
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Figure 1. Steps of the proposed system.
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such as the produced features number, and the information existing in the numerical vectors (Amino 
Acids order, sequence length …), for this reason, we used genetic algorithm to choose the best feature 
extraction strategy with the efficient classifier. This, allows to study and observe the variation in the 
results of the classification.

3.2.2. Construct The New Protein Database
Once a PRM is chosen, we will have a digital vector whose size is closely linked to the selected 
method. The result will be a training database which contains only the vectors of numeric attributes. 

Figure 2. Pretreatment of data.

Figure 3. The steps required for feature extraction
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Technically, the latter is in the form of an .arff file which begins with a declaration of all the attributes 
and then the digital representation of each protein sequence, therefore its family, its sub-family and 
its sub-sub-family. This file will be the entry into our system to perform the classification step using 
the Weka package.

3.2.3. Construct of all PRM features
In our work, we have to use the most five commonly used FES in the literature. For each method, 
we must construct the corresponding learning base in a form of an .arff file as explained previously. 
Therefore, the feature extraction module produces five learning bases.

The size of a product feature vector varies from a PRM to another and can reach 400D for DC 
strategy, which may be quite difficult to solve the classification task when we have a huge number 
of attributes in a given training data.

FS may bring lot of advantages such as improving predictive accuracy, avoiding over-fitting, 
distinguishing pertinent attributes from less important ones and providing a concise understanding 
of data.

Subsequently, we will detail the step of the attributes selection using bio-inspired meta-heuristic 
the BAT algorithm.

3.3. Feature Selection
This step focuses on finding the pertinent attributes for each learning base, by eliminating those that 
are unimportant. A feature selection algorithm called BAT is proposed to generate an optimal subset 
of attributes from an input numerical vector; it will produce a vector of smaller size with the best 
attributes at the output.

Figure 4. Feature Selection process diagram using BAT Algorithm.
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The existing scheme in Figure4 presents the diagram of FS using BAT algorithm. It recapitulates 
the steps required to complete this process, which we will explain later.

• Create the initial population: This initialization phase serves to create an initial population 
of B bats, each individual represents a solution to the problem that will be initialized randomly 
by vectors (VB) of binary values where some attributes are activated and the remaining are 
inactivated.

•  Construct the B new learning base (LB): Before classification, it is necessary to transform the 
database into a learning base with a binary presentation for each protein sequence; each attribute 
having the value ”1” will be taken into consideration.

The vectors number in each learning base (LB) is equal to the number of GPCR sequences in the 
database. In our case, concerning the LD method, we have attributes vectors of 210D, and a 
database contains 10200 GPCR sequences, the Figure5 presents the construction of the population 
having B bats.

After representing Bats and learning bases, we have to initialize parameters corresponding of each 
one according to following formulas
Such as:

i.  fi is the pulse emission frequency of the bat, and belongs to the range [fmin, fmax] corresponding to 
the wavelength range [λmin, λmax]. In order to simplify the implementation, it has been assumed 

Figure 5. Randomly initialization of B Bats.

Box 1. Formulas 

Frequency: fi = fmin + (fmax-fmin)β, (5)

Velocity: vi
t = vi

t-1+(xi
t-x*)fi,, (6)

Position: xi
t = xi

t-1 - vi
t (7)
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that f ϵ [0, fmax] Knowing that high frequencies correspond to short wavelengths. For bats, the 
typical ranges are a few meters. Consequently, the pulse emission rate can be in the range [0, 1] 
whither 0 means that it has no pulsation, and 1 means the maximum rate of pulse emission.

ii.  β ϵ [0, 1] is a random vector retrieved from a uniform distribution.
iii.  x* is the best overall position (solution), which will be calculated by comparing all the solutions 

obtained by each bat.
iv.  For local search, once a solution is selected among the best current solutions, a new solution for 

each bat is generated locally using the random path.
• Classification: To evaluate the relevance of the selected attributes, we made a classification 

step to test its predictive accuracy and its error rate. As much as the error rate is minimal and 
the accuracy is maximum, the chosen attributes are optimal.

In our work the classification is done using nine DMA: NB,BN,KNN,J48,DT,RF,BAG,LB and ZR 
implemented in Weka package. For all bats of each iteration, we make calculations of performance 
measurements so that we can compare them and deduce the best bat (best overall solution).

•  Evaluation of population: To verify the credibility of the current solution, it is necessary to make 
a local evaluation to extract the best solution in the current iteration and an overall evaluation 
to obtain the best solution provided from all the iterations, which is done using the objective 
function based on classification step. Table 1 presents the used algorithm for calculating the 
fitness function.

•  Update of Bat solutions: This step is the most crucial, indeed, the movement of bats is responsible 
for the effectiveness of the algorithm. The Eq. (5), Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) mentioned above defining 
the new solution and updating the position and velocity of each bat in a space of dimensions. 
The next figure (Figure6) shows the flowchart of Bat algorithm.

We adapt the Bat algorithm for the attributes selection in two-phase process. The first phase, 
called the initialization, is used to construct an initial solution to start the search. Furthermore, we 
adjust the parameters of this algorithm in order to obtain an initial solution not too bad. In the second 
phase, which we call improvement phase, we will introduce local search in order to improve the 
quality of the solution returned in the initialization like mentioned in Table 2.

3.4. Selecting Optimal Couple (FeS, DMA)
This section is dedicated to explaining the module responsible of using GA to choose the best FES 
with the convenient DMA (see Figure 7) as well as all realization steps. The provided results show 
an optimal classification with the most minimal error rate and maximum accuracy.

Table 1. Algorithm 1: BAT Fitness Function

Input: 
Position = An Attributes vector; Algo = A chosen classifier;
Output:
MinER = Error Rate: Calculated using Eq. (9)
MaxAcc = Accuracy: Calculated using Eq.(8)
Begin
Generate curFile an arff file using activated attributes;
Compute ER, ACC using Algo on curFile;
End.
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GA operates on a population of individuals to produce better approximations. At each generation, 
a new population is created by the process of selecting individuals according to their level of fitness, 
and recombining them together using operators borrowed from natural genetics (crossover and 
mutation). A flow diagram for the training process with the GA is depicted in Figure8.

In our case, each individual in the population represents a predictive model. The number of genes 
is the total number of used FES and DMA. Genes here are binary values, and represent the activation 
or not of particular FES, DMA in the model. The number of individuals, or population size, must be 
chosen for each application. Usually, this is set to be N*M, such as: N the FES number and M the 
DMA number. Now we are going to describe in detail the operators and the corresponding parameters 
used by the GA mentioned in table 3.
• Initialization: The first step is to create and initialize the individuals in the population. As the 

genetic algorithm is a stochastic optimization method, the genes of the individuals are usually 
initialized at random. In order to illustrate this operator, consider a predictive model represented 
by the following figure (Figure9). If we generate a population of 4 individuals, then we will have 
4 different random FES and DMA. The Figure 9 illustrates this population.
As we can see, each individual is represented by 14 binary genes. The first five genes are devoted 

to the FES representation and the remaining are dedicated to the DMA. Each positive gene means 
that the corresponding Strategy/Algorithm is included in the model.

Fitness assignment: Once we have generated and initialized the population, we need to assign 
the fitness to each individual. To evaluate the fitness, we need to train the predictive model with the 
training data, and then evaluate its classification error rate and predictive accuracy with the selection 
individuals. Obviously, a high classification error rate means a low fitness. Those individuals with 
greater fitness will have a greater probability of being selected for recombination. The fitness value 
assigned to each individual will be calculated using Algorithm 4 presented in Table 4.

The following example “illustrated in Table 5” depicts the classification error rate (ER) and 
the accuracy (ACC). Note that the corresponding objective function of each individual is difference 
between the ACC measurement and the ER.

Figure 6. The flowchart of Bat algorithm.
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Table 2. Algorithm 2: BAT algorithm adapted to the FS

Input: 
nb = Bats number (population size). na = Number of selected attributes
MaxIter= Maximum Iteration. N = Initial vector size. Algo = Choosing a DMA algorithm.
Output:
S = Subset of selected attributes (A1........Ana) having the best fitness
Begin
Initialization
Initialize the bats number at nb;
Initialize attributes number at na;
Bat generation;
Randomly initialize the overall fitness FGlob;
For each bat do
Declare a vector vect of N attributes initialized with the false value;
Randomly activate an attributes subset of vect with size na by setting their values to true;
Current position = vect;
Initialize random frequency, velocity (f, V) using Eq. (5), Eq. (6) respectively;
Initialize r = 1, A = 1;
Compute the local fitness FLoc “using Algorithm 1 in table 1”;
If FLoc > FGlob then
Updating FGlob;
End If; End For;
Improvement
Repeat;
For each bat do
Updating the velocity of bat;
f = Compute FLoc of bat “using Algorithm 1 in table 1”;
If f > FLoc then
Updating FLoc;
Updating the local position vect using Eq. (7);
End If;
If f > FGlob then
Updating FGlob;
Updating overall position;
Updating r;
End If; End For;
Until (Max iteration)
End.

Figure 7. General architecture system.
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Figure 8. Flow diagram of GA Search.

Table 3. Algorithm 3: GA search for selecting the best (FES, DMA)<Tbl_Large></Tbl_Large>

Input: 
 FES = AAC,PseAAC,Am-PseAAC,DC and LD;
 DMA = BN,NB,J48,KNN,DT,RF,BAG,LB and ZR;
 MaxIteration; ProbCross; ProbMutation;
Output: 
The best set of (FES, DMA)
Begin
          Initialize Population 
          While not MaxIteration do
          Evaluate each individual’s fitness using Eq (10). 
          Selection (CrossOver & Mutation) 
          Survival (Select a new Population) 
          EndWhile.
          End.
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•  Selection: After fitness assignment has been performed, the selection operator chooses the 
individuals that will recombine for the next generation. The individuals most likely to survive 
are those more fitted to the environment. Therefore, the selection operator selects the individuals 
according to their fitness level giving a chance to bad individuals. The number of selected 
individuals is S/2, being S the population size.

•  Crossover: Once the selection operator has chosen half of the population, the crossover operator 
recombines the selected individuals to generate a new population. This operator picks two 
individuals at random and combines their features to get four offspring for the new population, 
until the new population has the same size than the old one.
We choose the single point crossover method, fixed at point 5 of each individual. The next figure 

(Figure10) illustrates the crossover step for our example. Here we have generated two children from 
two selected parents.
•  Mutation: The crossover operator can generate children that are very similar to the parents. This 

might cause a new generation with low diversity. The mutation operator solves this problem by 
changing the value of some genes in the children randomly (but we required flipping genes either 
before the crossover point (point 5) or after it).
The mutation operator alters the characteristics of a solution in a completely random manner, 

which allows us to introduce and maintain diversity within our population of solutions, it introduces 
“noise” within the population. In order to decide if a gene will be mutated, we generate a random 

Figure 9. Predictive model for FES and DMA selection.

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 4. Algorithm 4: GA Fitness Function<Tbl_Large></Tbl_Large>

Input: 
FES = A chosen strategy; 
DMA = A chosen strategy; 
Output: 
MinER = Error Rate: Calculated using Eq (09) 
MaxAcc = Accuracy: Calculated using Eq (08) 
Begin 
Make a classification step according to the selected individuals. 
Compute ER, ACC using DMA; 
Compute the fitness function of each selected individual using Eq. (10). 
          End.

Table 5. Example of the fitness function calculation of the 4 individuals

ER ACC Fitness value

Individual 1 0.09 1 99.91

Individual 2 0.07 0.92 91.93

Individual 3 0.11 1 99.89

Individual 4 0.76 0 -0.76

Figure 10. The crossover process.
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number between 0 and 1. If this number is lower than a value called the mutation rate, that variable 
is flipped. The mutation rate is a very low probability pm, generally between 0.001 and 0.01. With 
that value for the mutation rate, we will mutate one of each individual (statistically).

The next example shows the mutation of the second children of the new generation. As we can 
see, the sixth and the eighth genes of the child have been flipped.

4. eXPeRIMeNTAL ReSULTS

To prove the effectiveness of our approach, we performed several experiments of the proposed 
algorithm BAT for feature selection and GA for selecting optimal couple (FES, DMA). This section 
describes the used materials and methods. After-that, we present an analytical study on protein 
representation methods using several classifiers for feature selection by BAT algorithm. Also a 
comparative study with PSO-Search and EA-Search, which are the two bio-inspired versions most 
used for solving this problem, is given.

4.1. Materials and Methods
Tests took place on a laptop PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 processor running at 2.3 Ghz and 4 
Go of RAM. Programs developed using eclipse neon environment with jdk 1.8.

4.1.1. Data Preparation
The data base that we mainly used for the training and assessment of our classification approach was 
downloaded from the website1 mentioned below.

4.1.2. Weka
Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) is a set of tools for manipulating and analyzing 
data files, implementing most of the artificial intelligence algorithms, decision trees and the neural 
networks. It is written in java, available on the website2. We used weka for two reasons: First, we 
have done a classification of the GPCR via nine classifiers and secondly, we have performed a step 
of attributes selection using EA and PSOSearch in order to compare them with the BAT Algorithm 
proposed and implemented in our work.

4.1.3. Performance Measurements
The standard metrics used in the flat classification to measure and evaluate the DMA is the jackknife 
test. In the jackknife test, each protein sequence in the dataset is singled out in turn as a test sample 
and the remaining protein sequences are used as a training dataset to predict the label of the test 
sample. Thus, this process is repeated N times for a dataset of N proteins. In this paper, we used the 
accuracy (ACC) (Eq.8), the error rate (Eq.9) to control their variation with and without FS and the 
GA fitness (Eq.10).

Acc = +
+ + +
TP TN

TP FP FN TN
 (8)

ER
Numberofmisclassifiedexamples

Totalnumberofexamples
=  (9)
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Fitness ER= −Acc*100  (10)

4.2. Computational Results and Discussion
In this section, we will first discuss the impact of the different PRM “that is less investigated in the 
literature” on the task of protein function prediction and we will also discuss the impact of the different 
DMA. Furthermore, all experiments were performed using 10-fold cross-validation.

The Table 7 presents the results of the GPCR classification at sub sub-family level with FS using 
BAT algorithm. After several tests, we found that the modification of bat-number and max-iteration 
parameters can improve the classification results, and the best value obtained was equal to 10 for 
each. The number of attributes was chosen for each classifier after several experiments in order to 
obtain the best.

All GA module results are produced with max iteration number equal to 20, the crossover 
probability = 0.5 and mutation probability = 0.01.

Table 6 shows the best measurements (attribute number, error rate, GA fitness and accuracy) 
per FES for each DMA:

As shown in the following figures (Figure11, Figure12, Figure13, Figure14, Figure15), we noted 
that feature selection using BAT algorithm provides better accuracies and error rates compared to 
classification without feature selection (using all attributes) and this for all DMA.

4.2.1. Impact of The Different PRM
One of the principal contributions of this work is to assess the impact of the choice of the FES for 
representing protein sequences on the protein function prediction problem. The overall analysis of 
the results shows some interesting points:
•  For the AAC method (Figure 11), the accuracy values are 1 for six classifiers (BN,NB, 

KNN,J48,DT,LB) using FS by Bat Algorithm, however, this value is included in the range [0.8, 
0.95] in a standard classification for algorithms cited above. Unlike the BAG algorithm which 
marks a slight decrease in the accuracy value using FS technique. As for the error rate values, 
we can notice a differentiation statistically non significant for all DMA except the DT classifier 
which significantly improves the error rate using the FS. Concerning the ZR classifier, it provides 
very poor results either by using the FS or in the standard classification for all FES.

•  The results obtained using the PseAAC strategy (Figure12) are more or less effective compared to 
the AAC method in the standard classification, but the FS techniques by Bat algorithm improved 
the performance measurements values effectively, so that six DMA are reached the value 1 of 
accuracies (BN,NB,KNN,J48,DT and LB), note that the error rate values are always in continuous 
improvement.

•  When using Am-PseAAC strategy (Figure13), we notice a statistically significant decrease in 
the performance measurements values compared to the previous PRMs such that the error rate 
is high and the accuracy is reduced for all classifiers in the standard classification, but the use 
of FS technique significantly improves the results, so they became closer to previous results 
(Figure16). Furthermore, the KNN,J48,DT and BAG classifiers provide accuracies values equal 
to 1, but the LB algorithm marks a slight decrease in accuracy value using the FS technique.

•  Generally, the results of the standard classification by the DC method are good, the accuracies 
values of the DMA are close, and they are included in the interval [0.83, 0.94] such as the most 
minimum value is provided by DT classifier. The implementation of the BAT algorithm for FS 
also improves the GPCR classification performances for all used DMA. Note that RF, BAG and 
LB classifiers give the best results compared to the remaining DMA like shown in Figure14.

• We can observe the usefulness of the FS technique in proteins classification, using the LD strategy, 
especially in the NB algorithm (Figure15), which provided accuracy and error rate values equal 
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Table 7. Evaluation of performance measurements in terms of attributes number.

FS Using BAT Algorithm Standard Classification GA Fitness

FES DMA Att-num ER ACC ER ACC Fitness values

AAC BN 9 0,11 1 0.11 0.9 99,89

NB 18 0,12 1 0.13 0.88 99,88

KNN 13 0,05 1 0.05 0.95 99,95

J48 18 0,09 1 0.09 0.9 99,91

DT 18 0,09 1 0.2 0.8 99,91

RF 13 0.04 0.99 0.05 0.92 98,96

BAG 12 0.07 0.89 0.08 0.92 88,93

LB 17 0.07 1 0.08 0.912 99,93

ZR / 0,76 0 0.76 0.05 -0,76

PseAAC BN 9 0.14 1 0.16 0.88 99,86

NB 20 0.15 1 0.22 0.83 99,85

KNN 44 0.06 1 0.12 0.88 99,94

J48 9 0 1 0.09 0.9 100

DT 18 0.22 1 0.22 0.79 99,78

RF 24 0.04 0.99 0.05 0.953 98,96

BAG 39 0.07 0.93 0.07 0.923 92,93

LB 28 0.07 1 0.07 0.926 99,93

ZR / 0.76 0 0.76 0.05 -0,76

Am-PseAAC BN 26 0.22 0.9 0.27 0.77 89,78

NB 63 0.25 0.92 0.33 0.73 91,75

KNN 18/32 0.15 1 0.19 0.8 99,85

J48 18/43 0.14 1 0.14 0.85 99,86

DT 14 0.25 1 0.26 0.73 99,75

RF 41 0.12 0.9 0.12 0.876 89,88

BAG 43 0.1 1 0.12 0.876 99,9

LB 50 0.13 0.82 0.13 0.864 81,87

ZR / 0.76 0 0.76 0.05 -0,76

DC BN 199 0.08 0.93 0.11 0.92 92,92

NB 209 0.11 0.93 0.13 0.91 92,89

KNN 79 0.07 0.92 0.08 0.92 91,93

J48 250 0.08 0.91 0.09 0.9 90,92

DT 235 0.18 0.85 0.18 0.83 84,82

RF 96 0.06 0.98 0.07 0.91 97,94

BAG 62 0.06 0.96 0.06 0.93 95,94

LB 143 0.05 0.96 0.06 0.94 95,95

ZR / 0.76 0 0.76 0.05 -0,76

LD BN 25 0,21 0,83 0.32 0.78 82,79

NB 36 0,32 0,72 0.48 0.56 71,68

KNN 169 0,05 0,95 0.05 0.94 94,95

J48 160 0,09 0,95 0.09 0.9 94,91

DT 180 0,19 0,88 0.2 0.8 87,81

RF 141 0.06 0.95 0.07 0.92 94,94

BAG 32 0.06 0.95 0.07 0.925 94,94

LB 69 0.06 0.93 0.07 0.926 92,94

ZR / 0.76 0 0.76 0.05 -0,76
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to 0.56 and 0.48 respectively in the standard classification, these mesures became 0.72 and 0.32 
respectively after FS. BN and NB gave poorer results compared to other DMAs.

4.2.2. Impact of The Different DMA
It is a well-known fact in machine learning that there is no classifier which is the best for all 
applications. Recall that in this work we are employing the DMA selection using nine classification 

Figure 11. Evaluation of the accuracies and the error rates values at sub sub-family level for AAC strategy (FS using BAT algorithm 
versus STD classification)

Figure 12. Evaluation of the accuracies and the error rates values at sub sub-family level for PseAAC strategy (FS using BAT 
algorithm versus STD classification).
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algorithms: BN,NB,KNN,J48,DT,RF,BAG,LB and ZR. The choice of these DMAs comes down 
to their diversification and their different operating principle for good experimentation and precise 
analysis. The following figure (Figure16) shows the assessment of the accuracies and the ER values 
at sub sub-family level of the best subset of attributes for all used FES.

According to Figure16 we can extract the following points:

Figure 13. Evaluation of the accuracies and the error rates values at sub sub-family level for Am-PseAAC strategy (FS using BAT 
algorithm versus STD classification).

Figure 14. Evaluation of the accuracies and the error rates values at sub sub-family level for DC strategy (FS using BAT algorithm 
versus STD classification).
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1.  The behavior of each DMA changes from one strategy to another; on the other hand a classifier 
can give good results with a strategy (NB with AAC, PseAAC / DT with AAC, PseAAC, Am- 
PseAAC) and very bad results with another (NB with LD / DT with DC).

2.  KNN,J48,DT classifiers give a good result with LD strategy compared to DC method, contrary 
to BN,NB,RF and LB classifiers.

3.  AAC and PseAAC provide almost similar results for all DMA, due to the use of Bat algorithm 
which is very efficient in FS paradigm.

Figure 15. Evaluation of the accuracies and the error rates values at sub sub-family level for LD strategy (FS using BAT algorithm 
versus STD classification).

Figure 16. Evaluation of the accuracies and the error rates values at sub sub-family level of the best subset of attributes.
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4.  Despite the fact that all the DMAs have given good results with AAC and PseAAC strategies, 
BAG classifier behaves less efficiently with these two methods when comparing by the remaining, 
and it reaches the value 1 of accuracy using Am-PseAAC.

5.  Based on experimental results, ZR classifier is not advisable to use in protein classification.

4.2.3. Impact of Fitness Function
The objective of this work is to improve the protein classification for an adequate identification of 
their function. One of the suggested issues is to use the GA to choose the right couple (FES, DMA) 
according to the best performance measures.

The fitness function is calculated using Eq.10, it based on accuracy and error rate values. The 
Figure17 shows us the variation of the fitness values of each DMA for each FES.

The KNN, J48 and DT classifiers provide good fitness using AAC, PseAAC and Am-PseAAC 
strategies. Note that the AAC, PseAAC methods are very close in terms of fitness, they mark a slight 
differentiation at the level of BAG algorithm.

Because of the fitness function we can easily choose the best algorithm to use for classifying the 
GPCR sequences as illustrated in the figure below (Figure18).

Based on GA fitness values, despite the close nature of measurements, we noted that the best 
obtained couple (FES, DMA) for the used database is (PseAAC, J48).

4.3. Comparison with Additional Methods
In this section, we present a study that compares our approach of Bat algorithm designed for FS to 
two existing bio inspired algorithms deployed on Weka environment (PSOSearch and Evolutionary 
Algorithm (EA)). Table 8 shows the results of the GPCR classification at sub sub-family level with 
FS using PSO and EA. In our comparison, three parameters are taken into account: attribute number, 
accuracy and ER. Outcomes (Table 7, Table 8) show that the proposed BAT algorithm extracts relevant 
subset of features for used database. This is because rigidity and stochastic criteria of BAT algorithm 
are introduced, so it generates only useful and pertinent subsets. On contrary, PSO and EA approaches 
can generate subsets of useless features, which diminished the performance of the classification. 
Note that PSO/EA do not make the FS for the AAC method because of the few number of attributes.

In general, the results reported in Table 8 are approximately similar especially for the first three 
methods, for example the KNN,J48,DT and ZR classifiers gave the same values of ACC and ER 

Figure17. Evaluation of fitness values of the used PRM.
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for PSO/EA algorithms using PseAAC method and the remaining algorithms mark a differentiation 
statistically not significant; for the Am-PseAAC and DC methods, we mark slight differentiation 
can reach 0.03. As for the LD method, PSO produced ER values better than those of EA for BN,NB 
classifiers, and they are poorer for KNN,J48,DT,RF,BAG,LB classifiers. However, almost all accuracy 
values are better using EA versus PSO algorithm.

Comparing the results of the classification with FS using PSO/EA algorithms with those of Bat 
algorithm, we found that in most of the time the BAT algorithm gave the best results; thereafter we 
will give you more details by analyzing the bellow figures.

The optimization of the GPCR classification with FS does not affect ZR classifier which remains 
stable using all bio inspired algorithms for all PRM.

Each figure presents the variation of each performance measurements values, the first one 
(Figure19) is dedicated to the accuracies values, all the bars relating to the bat algorithm indicate 
that whatever the method used, all DMA achieve the best accuracies compared to EA/PSO, except 
the NB classifier which produces the lowest accuracy / ER values using LD strategy. Note also that 
by using the Am-PseAAC method, the BN and NB classifiers give ER values better than EA and 
bad than PSO algorithm.

The FS using BAT algorithm has significantly improved the performance of GPCR classification 
especially in the PseAAC and Am-PseAAC methods.

The second figure (Figure20) is devoted to error rate values. It is clear that there are some DMAs 
which give similar or very close values for all FS algorithms such as: BN, DT, BAG, RF and LB 
for the PseAAC method, BN, DT, RF, BAG and LB for the Am-PseAAC method. However using 
DC strategy, all classifiers produce very close error rate values with differentiation statistically not 

Figure18. The best fitness of each FES.
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Table 8. The performance of GPCRs classification at sub sub-family level with FS using PSOSearch/EA algorithms.

Classifier ER PSO ACC PSO ER EA ACC EA

PseAAC
Att Number PSO/EA = 30/32

BN 0.14 0.88 0.15 0.88

NB 0.17 0.86 0.18 0.85

KNN 0.12 0.87 0.12 0.87

J48 0.09 0.9 0.09 0.9

DT 0.22 0.79 0.22 0.79

RF 0.06 0.93 0.06 0.92

BAG 0.07 0.91 0.08 0.9

LB 0.07 0.95 0.07 0.94

ZR 0.76 0 0.76 0

Am-PseAAC
Att Number PSO/EA = 12/14

BN 0.2 0.79 0.22 0.78

NB 0.23 0.75 0.27 0.72

KNN 0.18 0.81 0.16 0.82

J48 0.16 0.83 0.17 0.82

DT 0.26 0.73 0.27 0.71

RF 0.13 0.86 0.12 0.87

BAG 0.12 0.87 0.12 0.86

LB 0.15 0.81 0.14 0.8

ZR 0.76 0 0.76 0

DC
Att Number PSO/EA = 129/126

BN 0.1 0.91 0.09 0.92

NB 0.12 0.9 0.12 0.9

KNN 0.06 0.93 0.06 0.93

J48 0.1 0.9 0.09 0.9

DT 0.2 0.8 0.19 0.82

RF 0.07 0.94 0.06 0.95

BAG 0.07 0.95 0.07 0.95

LB 0.08 0.96 0.07 0.95

ZR 0.76 0 0.76 0

LD
Att Number PSO/EA = 7/67

BN 0.19 0.8 0.23 0.82

NB 0.24 0.76 0.35 0.74

KNN 0.11 0.88 0.05 0.94

J48 0.13 0.86 0.09 0.9

DT 0.23 0.76 0.2 0.79

RF 0.07 0.93 0.06 0.94

BAG 0.08 0.94 0.07 0.93

LB 0.08 0.9 0.07 0.91

ZR 0.76 0 0.76 0
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significant can reach 0.02, unlike the LD method which marks a considerable variation especially at 
the level of NB, BN, KNN, J48, DT algorithms.

Finally, after the comparison of the BAT algorithm with PSO/EA, we found that overwhelmingly, 
the BAT algorithm gave the best results. Therefore it is suitable and effective in the field of 
bioinformatics especially for the classification of GPCRs.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURe wORKS

In this work, we presented an empirical study analyzing the impact of different PRM and different 
types of DMA for the task of protein function prediction. We have employed 5 FES, computed from 
the protein sequence: AAC, PseAAC, Am-PseAAC, DC and LD. To perform the classification we 
have used 9 classifiers: NB, BN, KNN, J48, DT, RF, LB, BAG and ZR.

Figure 19. General comparison of the Accuracy values for the used FES using EA/ PSO and Bat Algorithms.

Figure 20. General comparison of the Error Rate values for the used FES using EA/ PSO and Bat Algorithms.
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Bat Algorithm is a bio-inspired meta-heuristic that uses the benefits of the echolocation ability, 
it has been used to optimize results in many applications. In this article, we adopted it for GPCR 
classification using several methods of protein representation. These later, are based on a huge number 
of features, which could be costly in terms of memory and computing time. For this, we have made 
a selection of attributes using the BAT algorithm. According to the experimental results, the number 
of attributes varies with the couple FES, DMA.

We have tried throughout this paper to present our contributions which are mainly the improvement 
of the quality of the GPCR classification using the minimum of features which will ensure better 
prediction of GPCRs functions. On the other hand, we tried to find the best couple (FES, DMA) 
using GA. This will allow us to apply the proposed approach on other protein bases. Therefore, our 
recommendation (based on our experimental results of fitness function) is that when using AAC, LD 
strategies, we suggest the use of KNN classifier, when the use of PseAAC, Am-PseAAC is available, 
we recommend J48, BAG algorithms respectively, and for DC method, the best DMA is RF classifier.

Our experimental results show that in general, regardless of the type of protein, the FS technique 
using Bat algorithm optimize substantially the GPCR classification; PseAAC is a very good PRM 
with J48 since it is simple and provides best results; LD is the best improved method by Bat algorithm 
that can be provides very good results (except for the NB classifier).

Compared with the algorithms proposed in the literature, our approach reached the best 
performance. In our future work, we would like to study more representation methods and more 
algorithms, which require more work on the evolutionary part of our approach. We will also try to 
experiment with several bases.
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